


Our world will change more in the next 10 years than in the previous 100 years



First, we augmented human MUSCLES… now we are augmenting human THINKING
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EVERYTHING in the cloud. VOICE INTERFACES. Invisible Computing. AI-inside all.





We are building a new Meta-Intelligence: huge impact on advertising 



Machine learning: the science of giving computers the ability to learn and find insights without explicitly programming them
Deep Learning: an AI function that imitates the workings of the human brain in processing data, creating patterns for use in decision making



Super/Quantum Computing The Global Brain

Science Fiction is becoming Science Fact



The question is no longer what we CAN do but what we WANT to do





“All of my best 
decisions in 

business and life  
have been made with 

heart, intuition, 
guts… not analysis” 

“When it comes to really 
important decisions 

 data trumps intuition 
every time” 

AndrorithmsAlgorithms



“Whatever is very simple for a 
human is very hard for a computer, 
and whatever is very hard for a 
human is simple for a computer”  
*Moravec

“We're least aware of what our minds do best”



Data and Information 
is not Knowledge*
is not Understanding
is not Wisdom
is not Purpose



“In the last five years, some 
of the darker sides of digital 
technologies have become 

visible”









“The social-media 
meltdown results 

from optimizing the 
wrong objective on 
a global scale with 
fairly unintelligent 

algorithms” 
Stuart Russell in ‘Human Compatible’



Programmatic’s new challenge: the most audacious technological schemes are actually possible now!
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The Platform Companies will need a LICENSE TO OPERATE



#Techlash is real and becoming a global movement



Ethics is moving center-stage!



“Technology can do great things, but it doesn’t want to great things. It doesn’t want anything” 
Tim Cook (Apple)







A ‘United States of Europe' is the only way forward



European Data Sovereignty ?



“Lots of math, science, technology and business roles 
involve, say…running an ad campaign to minimize cost per 

click. And these are exactly the things that A.I. is best at”



        Anything that can be digitized, automated or virtualised, will be: the END OF ROUTINE



If you can describe your job, it will probably be automated!







Your ultimate job is to be … HUMAN



Anything that CANNOT be digitised or automated becomes extremely valuable





Don’t



Getting this balance right is essential to the future of advertising 
Privacy & Identity 
Security & Safety  
Agency & Autonomy 
Rights & Ethics 
HUMAN VALUES

Liquidity & Speed 
Efficiency & Ease  
Reach and Pull  
Network Effects 
ECONOMIC VALUES



Datamining



This is the biggest paradigm shift in digital advertising: #dataMYning



Focus on magic, discourage manic, ban the toxic!




